
Can you see the dilemma here? If you were one of the prisoners, you should confess
and hope your partner doesn’t. That way you go free. However, if you both confess,
each of you serves 5 years in jail, so you might be tempted to remain silent. But if
you do so and your partner confesses, you go to jail for 10 years. So what will you
do: Keep quiet or squeal? Most individuals tend to confess in this situation. They
accept the moderate sentence because they mistrust their partner to remain silent.

Although few of us will ever face the prisoner’s dilemma, the situation it presents is
not as artificial as it may seem. Consider the buildup of nuclear arms in the cold war
era. As shown in Table 9.4, the United States and the Soviet Union would clearly have
benefited if they had trusted one another to reduce their stockpiling of nuclear weapons.
However, if one country failed to cooperate, it gained a tremendous advantage over the
other. As a consequence, each country built a large store of nuclear weapons, diverting
resources that could have been used for more humanitarian purposes.

1. Resolving the Prisoner’s Dilemma

In experimental situations, the prisoner’s dilemma is usually played over a number of
trials, allowing individuals to accumulate points or other resources. This strategy
allows researchers to study patterns of cooperation, in hopes of identifying the most
effective way to resolve such dilemmas.

Reciprocity. Reciprocity is one way to resolve the prisoner’s dilemma (Axelrod,
1984). People who begin by cooperating and then match their partner’s responses on
subsequent trials achieve the greatest benefits. This tit-for-tat strategy has also been
shown to be an effective way for resolving other social dilemmas.
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TABLE 9.4 The Buildup of Nuclear Weapons as a Prisoner’s Dilemma

UNITED STATES
Reduce Nuclear Arms Build Up Arsenal

Use money to Dominate earth
solve domestic
problems

Face annihilation

Face annihilation Overspend on 
defense

Dominate earth Overspend on 
defense

The United States’ outcomes are shown in boldface; the Soviet Union’s outcomes are shown in italics.

SOVIET
UNION

Reduce Nuclear 
Arms

Build Up Arsenal

Use money to 
solve domestic
problems
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